
Edit your footage in 
post-production

Learn advanced flying techniques

Understand the video settings

Capture cinematic aerials

W HAT YOU’LL LEARN

Calypso Dionis
calypso.dionis@hotmail.com
076 814 93 26

SCHEDULE A 
COURSE

Calypso is a certified drone pilot and 
has worked on numerous 
productions including two feature 
films as a drone cinematographer.
  With a background in film direction 
she teaches the use of drone for 
videography and photography 
purposes. 
Her drone film "Amazing New 
Zealand" was screened at Cinedrones 
film festival in Bordeaux, 2017.

FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR

Angles and movements
Learn the best movements for drone 
videography:
Push in, fly through, orbit, tilt up, tilt down
Learn how to take advantage of the 
foreground and background using parallax

Post-production
Learn how to edit your drone videos,
create transitions, titles, import and
export your footage.

Aerial Videography
Understand video formats and
video codecs (mp4, mov, prores)
Learn about shutter speed and frame rate
Adjust the gimbal advanced settings
Choose a color profile (D-cinelike, Dlog)
Understand the rule of thirdUnderstand the rule of third
Use ND filters
Read an histogram

Intelligent modes
Learn how to use all intelligent modes
displayed on your app: 
panorama, follow me, active track and 
tripod mode.

Participants should ideally own and know 
how to operate a drone.

It is not necessary to own a specific drone 
model

Safety
Ensure the drone is correctly prepared
Control the IMU and compass status
Test the yaw, roll, throttle and pitch
Control the environment

Flight
Fly using the 3 axis
Use 2 controls or more
Control the gimbal while flying
Improve your flight techniques

Learn advanced flying techniques to create 
cinematic videos, understand the 
videography settings and edit your work 
using a post-production software.

DETAILED PROGRAM

REQUIREMENTS

Enthusiastic Beginners
Advanced Drone Operators
Ambitious Filmmakers

WHO IS THIS COURSE 
FOR?

The course will take place in Zurich.

The cost of the course is  350.-CHF and 
includes 2 hours of drone theory and 
practice with printable course and 1 
hour post-production.

Participants must indicate if they own Participants must indicate if they own 
a drone and which model.
Participants without a drone can 
contact me directly.

Participants must have an editing 
program like premiere pro, final cut or 
movie maker. Contact me for more movie maker. Contact me for more 
infos.

INFOS AND PRICE

GOALS
Contact 
076 814 93 26

VIDEOMAKER
DRONE TRAINING 
PROGRAM
By Calypso Dionis


